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2The advantages of Product Catalog-centric BSS

  How service providers’ existing BSS systems can 
slow down their business

  The disadvantages of having multiple product 
catalogs

  How Comarch approaches BSS transformation in 
terms of product catalog-centric architecture 

What will you learn?What will you learn?
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 Introduction

In the old times, before barcodes and readers were introduced, 

product offering and sales processes in small grocery stores 

were quite simple. You would just stick a price tag to the prod-

uct and put it on the shelf. The customer would then come in, 

take the product, and get charged by the person managing 

the cash register. Despite the fact that entering prices manu-

ally was more time-consuming, at least the product offer def-

inition was simple and the offer was completed in short time.

In the telecom business, the situation also used to be much 

simpler then it is today. Nowadays, product offers and def-

initions consist of many different elements including price, 

target group, distribution channel and offer validity time. And 

since an operator often has thousands of products created, 

managed and offered by multiple departments, managing the 

product portfolio may become very complex and ineffective. 

This drawback grows even greater, as product lifetimes get 

shorter (e.g. promotions / personalized prices) and the num-

ber of product variations keeps growing.

The situation can be better pictured from the end-customer’s 

perspective. A customer notices an offer about a new smart-

phone with attractive, low monthly fees. He goes to a point 

of sale and wants to purchase the smartphone with a mo-

bile broadband service. The dealer enters the order into the 

system and tells the customer the estimated time when the 

service will become active. The estimated time comes, but 

the service doesn’t become active. As a result, the customer 

gets frustrated and returns the smartphone to the point of 

sale. Then he goes to another operator’s point of sale, where 

he buys a similar smartphone and gets the service activated 

in one hour. What went wrong?

 Challenge 1 – Difficulties in Managing 
Multiple Systems

The operators that have existed on the market for many years 

may have products defined and maintained in multiple sys-

tems from different vendors. One billing system handles mo-

bile services, another deals with fixed line telephony servic-

es, and yet another is for cable TV services. All these systems 

need to support sales-related applications such as CRM, a 

self care portal and a point of sale system. A customer ser-

vice agent should use the same CRM applications for mo-

bile, fixed and cable TV services, so the sales-related appli-

cations need to be able to use all the product data that has 

been scattered across many systems, and present this data 

in a unified format. 

Developing a telecom operator’s business (adding new busi-

ness models, entering new regions, involving in mergers & ac-

quisitions) calls for the addition of new systems, databases, 

terminologies, data structures and new levels of information 

quality. As a result, the operator has multiple data models for 

products managed in various systems. The old BSS system 

that handles fixed line services may not be as flexible as the 

new system that handles mobile service offerings. 

If the old and new systems are using different terminologies to 

describe the same things, systems cease to ‘speak the same 

language’. In turn, the people working with product data (e.g. 

product managers and call center agents), who need to get 

an overview of product status, face difficulties in obtaining 

the information they want. This increases the amount of time-

consuming manual work, entailing more costs and errors in 

the service delivery process. Bringing new services into the 

market using a platform with no common language can be 

very challenging, and may give an edge to competitors. Op-

erators cannot evaluate their current business performance 

well, if the underlying system does not provide a consistent, 

single view of the situation.

 Challenge 2 – Complexity of New 
Product Definitions

Data consistency is not the only challenge. When a prod-

uct manager is designing new products and offerings, he 

should be able to design them effectively, without needing 

to repeat the same work multiple times using various appli-

cations. The same should be possible during the implemen-

tation of the product.

Having many parallel systems for product management can 

bring various disadvantages:

 Duplicated work. Depending on the system, the data 

model may be different so one data structure cannot be 

used for multiple products. This entails product managers’ 

additional effort at product definition stage and disables 

product inheritance. All of this means a lot of time is spent 

making similar configurations instead of re-using existing 

ones.

Nowadays, product offers and 
definitions consist of many different 
elements including price, target 
group, distribution channel and offer 
validity time. And since an operator 
often has thousands of products 
created, managed and offered by 
multiple departments, managing the 
product portfolio may become very 
complex and ineffective.
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 Comarch’s Solution

A central product management should cover offer and prod-

uct specification, product relationship definition, and a pos-

sibility to specify which products are exclusive or sold only 

as a component of a bigger package. It should also provide 

tools for defining target customer types, offer locations and 

many other parameters. Central product management should 

be an integral part of the BSS architecture, fully integrated with 

its other components.

Based on these principles, Comarch has designed its Central 

Product Manager (CPM). The figure below presents the logical 

architecture of the product. Comarch Central Product Manag-

er is located between the Sales Channels, Order Management, 

Service Activator, and Billing System layers.

As shown in Figure 1, the Sales Channels group includes CRM, 

Self Care and Dealer Care applications. This group may also 

contain other Comarch or third party applications that are 

supporting the sales process. 

The most important element here is Order Capture, integrated 

with CPM and Order Management. The Order Capture element 

gathers complete order data and sends it to the Order Man-

agement component. In addition to the basic information de-

livered from the CPM for the order capture process (e.g. prod-

uct and price information), CPM can bring additional value to 

the process by providing sales recommendations and price 

quotations. Integration between CPM and the underlying bill-

ing system depends on the billing systems’ capabilities. In 

the case of Comarch Convergent Billing integration is per-

formed using pre-defined interfaces and pricing algorithms 

as the main tools for sharing information between systems. 

The order gets sent from the Order Management module to 

the Service Activator. This module can perform complex ser-

vice fulfillment tasks, consisting of various steps and based 

on workflows. Such functionalities provide enable the opera-

tor to flexibly customize business processes.

The Product Inventory module is used for managing product 

instances, which store information about the product offerings 

to which customers subscribed, and subscription conditions. 

It provides an interface for other modules (especially Order 

Operators can no longer afford 
fragmented and inconsistent product 
catalogs. They are too time consuming 
to manage, which is a huge burden for 
operators struggling to optimize their 
business processes.

 Complicated maintenance of product data. Managing 

existing product data and reconciliation of the data be-

tween products and systems becomes complex, leading 

to increased effort on the side of service providers’ staff.

 Lack of consistent product performance data. It may be 

difficult to get an overview about the products defined in 

different systems. To analyze the overall product portfolio, 

the product manager may need to browse data in multiple 

systems, which takes more time.

All these disadvantages are slowing down the operator’s 

business. This becomes a severe drawback, damaging the 

operator’s ability to respond swiftly to changing market con-

ditions. Apart from time to market on new product launches, 

operators need to think about product life cycles that are get-

ting shorter nowadays. This calls for effective management of 

the product retirement strategy, in order to keep maintenance 

and retiring costs under control. This is also a relatively new 

challenge. Back when fixed-line voice telephony was almost 

the only type of service, retirement was not essential, as the 

same service could have been offered for years.

 Challenge 3 – Geopardized Customer 
Experience

The problems occurring from the complex definition and man-

agement of products won’t only affect the product manage-

ment department. These problems can eventually damage 

the customer experience too. If the product data is inconsis-

tent, the order management process may encounter difficul-

ties, for example in situations where incorrect product data 

(e.g. wrong price) would be presented to the customer. Addi-

tional difficulties may occur from the service fulfillment pro-

cess. For example, the service activation component of an 

operator’s BSS platform may obtain wrong data (e.g. in case 

multiple database are used) so the wrong product is activat-

ed as a result. This entails dissatisfaction on the end custom-

er’s side. The damaged customer experience may not only in-

crease churn rate, but also customer service costs.

To conclude, operators can no longer afford fragmented and 

inconsistent product catalogs. They are too time consuming 

to manage, which is a huge burden for operators struggling 

to optimize their business processes. A centralized product 

catalog also shortens the time-to-market, which entails cost 

savings (products are designed with less manual effort) and 

revenue loss elimination (delayed product launches result in 

lack of revenues from the products). It also enables defini-

tion of new products and management of the product life 

cycle using a single system. The system services multiple 

stakeholders of the operator (e.g. product managers, sales 

and marketing), while using a single, consistent data model 

for product data standardization.
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 Figure 1 – Comarch Central Product Manager Architecture
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Management) to create and terminate product instances, 

and for obtaining information about product instances e.g. 

by the CRM application in the sales channel layer. Example 
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current subscriptions.

 Information model based on SID

As the product structures of operators usually depend on mul-

tiple legacy systems managing product data in their own data-

bases, managing this data becomes complex. To enable man-

aging products centrally and making them “speak the same 

language”, consistent data and terminology must be applied 

to product-related information. Only this way product life cy-

cle management can be applied effectively.

To achieve this, Comarch based its Central Product Manager on 

the TM Forum Information Framework, also called the Shared 

Information Data (SID) model. The SID model provides a single 

information / data reference model and a common informa-

tion / data vocabulary from a business entity perspective. The 

model is becoming widely adopted among the telco operators, 

so it means that the integrations between systems from dif-

ferent vendors can use a similar data model which facilitates 

system integration. 

 Product and offer definition

Operators that have complicated product catalogs scattered 

around multiple systems can still use these catalogs to launch 

new products. But this means product managers will strug-

gle with duplicated product information, keeping fragmented 

data consistent and maintaining integrated legacy systems. 

Additionally, legacy systems can limit the creativity of product 

managers in defining products and offers, whereas a modern 

BSS with centralized product catalog improves the situation 

significantly. It enables product managers to define any kind 

of associations and rules in relation to the products. It also 

ensures product data is available for sales channel applica-

tions, order management, billing system and service activa-

tion components. Managing product specifications and de-

fining associations in Comarch’s CPM is possible thanks to 

the specification manager component.
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 Figure 2 – Example of product specification inheritance with multiple products

examples of products, which can be inherited by various ver-

sions with slight changes, leading to saved time and effort. 

Multiple products can be mixed in – thus the inheritance can 

be used while keeping the hierarchies of multiple products.

 Inbound and outbound integration

Although the product catalog provides a central point for man-

aging products and storing master data, it must be used in 

tandem with legacy BSS systems. It should provide various 

possibilities for inbound and outbound integration with lega-

cy BSS systems that may not support the SID model. Comarch 

CPM provides a Data Importer component that supports data 

migration from legacy systems – the imported data can be 

used as an entry point for configuring a full product catalog 

with marketing offers.

The data can also be exported from Central Product Manager 

to legacy systems. In such a case, the replication module 

of the Central Product Manager can be used. This is useful 

in situations where online integration cannot be performed 

and data needs to be replicated into the format of the target 

legacy system.

 Accelerating sales support

A customer service representative needs information about 

the products that are available to a customer. Presenting in-

formation about the products that the customer cannot pur-

One of the essential processes that a central product cata-

log should enable is product life cycle management (PLM), 

which facilitates maintenance and retirement of products. 

Faced with an increasing number of offered services and 

shorter service lifetimes, operators must focus on their ser-

vice retirement strategies. 

Comarch Central Product Manager enables operators to de-

ploy their PLM processes effectively. After a product is de-

fined in the system, it must be made available as an offer to 

the customers. Different offers may be targeted e.g. based on 

the end customer type, geographical location, or sales chan-

nel (point of sale / web shop). Comarch CPM provides a large 

set of capabilities for preparing offers such as definition of: 

prices, promotions, upgrade rules as well as publication and 

termination rules. 

In the stage of product definition, Comarch CPM simplifies 

configuration and allows the existing specifications to be re-

used easily by providing an advanced inheritance function-

ality based on a mix-in concept. The figure below presents 

One of the essential processes 
that a central product catalog 
should enable is product life cycle 
management (PLM), which facilitates 
maintenance and retirement of 
products.
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chase makes no sense, because it will lead to situations 

where invalid information is given to the customer, and may 

entail order drop-out as well as reduced customer satisfaction.

Therefore, the CRM system needs to use the available prod-

uct and offering data from the product catalog. Additional in-

formation could be delivered from the product catalog to the 

sales channel applications to facilitate the order capture pro-

cess. The CRM application should be able to access the in-

formation in the product catalog about available products 

during customer interaction, together with quotations for the 

products that the customer would like to contract. In addition, 

the central product manager should analyze the data about 

customer’s current services and provide sales recommenda-

tions to the CRM applications, based on the customer data 

(for example current agreements, consumption information).

A sample scenario will be best to describe how the product 

catalog can support the sales process. A customer goes to 

a point of sale and wants to buy two smartphones: one for 

him and one for his wife. The customer service agent gets a 

list of available smartphones on his screen. After selecting 

the smartphone, the list of available tariff plans appears on 

the screen. Only those tariff plans that can be used with the 

smartphones are shown, so there is no possibility of error dur-

ing the contracting process. Next, the appropriate payment 

details are chosen. For example, information such as wheth-

er the customer would like to have both smartphones billed 

on the same invoice. After capturing all the order details, the 

service agent can provide an accurate quotation and the es-

timated service activation time, based on the data from the 

central product manager.

The sales process is also supported by the Cart Manager com-

ponent of Comarch CPM. It supports the order capture pro-

cess by exposing an advanced interface, which can be used 

by external applications such as CRM or a self service por-

tal, providing information about products to the sales chan-

nel layer. The Cart Manager provides information on products 

which are available for specific customers, and enables or-

der building using a cart, as in web shops (building an order 

is like adding items to the cart). This component can also be 

integrated with the external serviceability check systems to 

verify in real time which service can be installed at custom-

er’s premises. This reduces the risk of order drop-outs and 

service activation errors. The Recommendation Engine func-

tionality of the Cart Manager is exposed to sales channels us-

ing the same interface. It generates sales recommendations 

based on various conditions, to support the Cart Manager in 

the Order Capture process.

Comarch CPM also contains a Quotation Engine that can es-

timate prices for the currently selected products. Customers 

who are interested in purchasing multiple products, either 

separately or in bundles, can be informed about the total cost 

of their order. If the tariff plans are based on multiple param-

eters (monthly fee, usage fee, initial fee etc.), the customer 

can obtain information about upcoming costs, which reduc-

es the risk of bill shock. In addition, the Quotation Engine is 

useful for preparing quotations for business customers, who 

would like to purchase a large set of products at the same 

time, as it provides them with full transparency of the costs.

The advantages of Comarch Central Product Manager from 

the sales perspective include:

 Consistent information about products and offers for the 

customer – reduced risk of inaccurate prices and other 

data inconsistencies

 More accurate order management and service fulfillment 

process – leading to fewer order drop-outs and fewer 

service activation errors

 Personalized products, due to flexible product creation – 

the underlying platform is no longer limiting the creativity 

of new product definitions

 Better up-selling and cross-selling opportunities, originat-

ing from the recommendation engine component

 Business process optimization

To maximize the benefits of switching to centralized product 

catalog, associated business processes should be optimized. 

As the product catalog has an impact on many different busi-

ness processes, such as sales, order management, service 

fulfillment and billing, it needs to support seamless integration 

of these activities. Composing the end to end process that 

translates the customer order into service fulfillment acceler-

ates the operator’s revenue flow, as the service is activated 

with fewer drop-outs or errors.

The advantages of Comarch Central 
Product Manager from the sales 
perspective include:
•	 Consistent	information	about	

products and offers for the 
customer 

•	 More	accurate	order	management	
and service fulfillment process 

•	 Personalized	products,	due	to	
flexible product creation 

•	 Better	up-selling	and	cross-selling	
opportunities
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Having the product data available and manageable from a 

single location accelerates the operator’s business. Not only 

can it speed up product management, it also reduces the cost 

of system maintenance, improves customer experience, and 

increases visibility of the business performance. Centralized 

product catalog is the perfect answer to these challenges.

 Conclusions

The operators need to improve their agility when introducing 

new products to the market. Multiple legacy systems con-

taining product data that is scattered around multiple data-

bases increases operating costs, increases the risk of errors 

and slows down product development. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this 

white paper, please contact the author:

Pekka Valitalo

BSS Market Analyst

pekka.valitalo@comarch.com
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